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NUMERICAL  SOLUTIONS OF  A HYPERBOLIC  
D IFFERENTIAL - INTEGRAL EQUATION 
T. V. KOSTOVA 
Research Group for Mathematical Modelling in Biology, United Center of Biology, 
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Sofia, Bulgaria 
Al~traet--Investigated is the method of lines and a corresponding numerical method for the solution 
of a hyperbolic partial differential-integral equation. Convergence theorems and results of numerical 
experiments are presented. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Investigations in the field of mathematical biology have stimulated the development of 
mathematical theory in many directions (qualitative theory of differential equations, stochastic 
equations, information theory, etc.) and has given birth to new interesting problems. One of 
those, most intimately connected with and originated from populational biology, is the equation 
of von Foerster--Gurtin-MacCamy [1], describing the age structure in time of a population. In 
the last decade a number of publications (see for example the whole volume of Ref. [2], Matsenko 
and Rubanovskij [3] and Oster [4]) have been devoted to the problems of existence and qualitative 
behaviour of the solutions of this hyperbolic partial differential-integral equation: 
Ou Ou 
Oa ~- ~ = -d[a,  P(t)]u 
{;0 } u(O,t )=g b[P(t),a]u(a,t)da, t 
u(a, O) = or(a) 
P(t) = u(a, t) da (1) 
where u(a, t) is the size of population of age a at time t. 
Among all the remarkable analytical results concerning the solutions of system (1) there are only 
scarce notes referring to approximate solutions, either analytical or numerical. 
In this paper we consider a simpler case of system (1), in which g is merely a function of t and 
the integral quantity P(t) is present only in the r.h.s, of the first equation. 
We consider the method of lines to find approximate solutions of that problem and show their 
convergence to the exact solution. Basing on this result, we consider a numerical method for the 
solution of system (1). The rate of convergence of the method is O(h). Plots of numerical 
experiments for a sample problem illustrate some interesting properties of the method. 
Consider the problem 
where a e [0, T]; 
~t(a) is smooth. 
2. STATEMENT OF  THE PROBLEMS 
Oa +~-~ = u(s , t )ds  u 
u(O, t) = g(t) 
u (a, 0) = 0t (a) (2) 
t e[0, A]; d(x) is nonnegative and smooth; g(t) is smooth and g(0)= ct(0); 
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We suppose that the solution of problem (2) possesses a Lipschitzian derivative in [0, T] x [0, A ]. 
Consider also the following set of problems: 
u'=(a>+(1/h>'um(a>={1]h-d[fro um-n(s'dsl}um-,( a  
um (0) = g (mh ) =gm 
uo(a) = ~ (a) (3) 
where a ~ [0, T], m = 1, 2 . . . . .  M, Mh = A and d(x), g(t) and ~(a) are the same functions as in 
problem (2). 
Obviously, problem (3) is obtained from problem (2) when the time variable t is discretized with 
interval of discretization h.
Consider a mesh in the plane {a,t} with nodes {jcr, mh}, j=0 ,1 ,2  . . . . .  K, Kcr=T; 
m = 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  M. For each couple (j, m), the exact solution of problem (3) in the corresponding 
node is 
u,,( ja)=exp(- ja/h) .{gm+foeXp(s/h) . [1/h-d(fo¢U,,_t(s)ds)] .Um_~(s)ds} (4) 
for m = 1,2 . . . . .  M, j = 1 . . . . .  K, u0( ja )=~( ja ) ,  j = 1,2 . . . .  ,K, m = 1 ,2 , . . . ,g ,  um(O)=g,,. 
Practically, instead of problem (4), we compute an approximate value of the solution of 
problem (3) Vm(ja) using a quadrature formula instead of the integrals in problem (4). Here we 
shall use the trapezoidal rule for integration. Let us denote 
I. [x (")1 = (a/2) {x (0) + 2x (a) +""  + 2x [(n - 1)a] + x (na)}. (5) 
Then for each node (ja, mh) let v,.(ja) be defined by 
v,,(ja) = g,, exp(-j~r/h) + (1/h - d{IK[v,,_ ~(.)]})/j{exp[(. -ja)/h]v,,_ 1(')} (6) 
for m = 1,2 . . . . .  M, vo(ja)=~(ja), j  = 1,2 . . . . .  K, m = 1,2 . . . . .  M, Vra(O)=g m. 
The purpose is to show the following: 
(1) that the solutions of problem (3) Um(a ) converge to u(a, to) when m ~ oo, h --*0, 
mh = to for any a and any to ~< A; 
(2) that Vm(je) tends to u(a0, to) whenj --* 0% m ~ oo, ~ ~0,  h --* 0,ja = a0, mh = to, 
provided a/h 2 is bounded. 
3. SOME PROPERTIES OF THE SOLUTIONS TO 
PROBLEMS (2), (3) AND (6) 
3.1. Boundedness of Solutions 
3.1.1. The solution of problem (2) 
It is easy to establish by considering the solution of problem (2) on the lines parallel to the 
bisectrix of the right angle between the positive semiaxes 0a, 0t, that 
I { fo [fo ]t ~(a- t ) .exp  - d u(p,q)dp dq , whena~>t u (a, t) = (7) 
LgCt_a) .exp{_ f f  d[f~o U(p , t -a+q)dp ldq}  , when a~<t. 
Therefore if 
max I~(a)l = D, maxlg(t)l = G 
aE[0, 71 te[0,A] 
then 
Ju(a,t)l<~D, for a >~t 
G, for a ~<t. (8) 
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We shall briefly point out that formula (7) is valid for a ¢[0, A] and all t i> 0 and that u(a, t) 
has the following properties: 
(a) i fg ( t ) - .0 ,  t-~oo, then u(a,t)-*O, t~oo; 
(b) if ~(a) is nondecreasing, then for any fixed a u(a, t) decreases when t ~[0, a]; 
(c) if g(t) is nonnegative, then u(a, t) decreases on each ray {t =/~ + a, a ~ [0, T]}, 
~>o.  
3.1.2. The solution of problem (3) 
Proposition 3. I 
If h is sufficiently small, then 
Proof. Let 
Then 
]um(a)l<~max(D,G)=B, m= l . . . . .  M. 
h < 1/  max d(x). 
/xE[O, BT] 
1/h-d[foruo(s)dsl~[O, I/hi. 
[ul(a)l ~< exp( -a /h )G + D[1 - exp(-a/h)].  
(9) 
Denote 
Then 
Iv,( j .) l  ~< G exp( - ja /h )  + D -[1 - exp( - ja /h) ] ,  q(a/h) 
= G + [1 -exp( - ja /h ) ] .  [Dq(./h) - G]. 
[vl(j~)] <~ G exp(--j~/h) + 1/2( . /h)exp(- ja /h)D 
x {1 + 2 exp(a/h) + . . .  + 2 exp[(j - 1)a/h] + exp(j¢/h)} 
= G exp( - ja /h )  + D (a/h) • exp[(l - j )a /h ] .  {[exp(ja/h) - 1]/[exp(a/h) - 1]} 
+ (1/2). (a/h)D[exp(- ja /h)  - 1]. 
(a /h ) .  exp(~/h) / [exp(a /h )  - 1] = q (a /h ) .  
By induction, suppose that [um_~(a)[ ~< B, a ~ [0, T]. Then 
f: l u.,(a)l ~< exp( -a /h )G + (l/h)um_l(s)exp[(s - a)/hl ds 
<~ exp( -a /h)G + B[1 - exp(-a/h)]  
= exp( -a /h) (G - B) + B <~ B. 
Note. The convergence theorem in next paragraph shows that the inequality (9) can be refined 
to be similar to condition (8), namely 
[u=(a) l<~D+O(h) ,  when a >. mh 
G+O(h) ,  whena<mh.  
3.1.3. The solution of problem (6) 
Proposition 3.2 
If ¢/h ~ ~< consh when a--*0, h--*0, then for sufficiently small h 
]vm(ja)l<...Bexp(consh),m=l . . . . . M, j= l  . . . .  ,K, Mh=A,  Ka-----T. 
Proof. Let h < 1/max d(x), x ~ [0, BTexp(consh)]. Then 
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Note that when x- - ,  0, 
lim x exp(x)/[exp(x) - 1] = lim q(x)  = 1 and q(x)  > 1. 
Furthermore,  it is easy to establish that q(x)< 1 + x when x > 0. Therefore, 
(a) if G > D, then q(a/h) .  D - G < 0, for a/h sufficiently small and Ivt( je) l  < G; 
(b) if D > G then 
q(a /h ) 'O-G >O and I v l ( je ) l<[D ' ( l  +a/h) -G]+G=O( l  +a/h) .  
Thus Ivl(ja)l ~< B(1 + a/h) < B exp(consh),  j = 0 . . . . .  K. 
Suppose that lv.,(ja)l ~< B( I  + a/h)% j = 0 . . . . .  K. Then 
Iv,.+ , ( ja)[  <~ O exp(- ja /h)]  + B(1 + a/h) ~"+ 1[1 - exp(- ja/h)]  
~< B( I  + a/h) "+~ < B exp(consh) 
The proof  is completed. 
3.2. Closeness of the Solutions of Problem (3) when h ~ 0 
Proposition 3.3 
Consider the set of  problems (3). For  h sufficiently small 
max I u., + ~ (a) - u,, (a) I ~< const • h, m = 0, 1 . . . . .  M;  
aE[0,/] 
Let 
Proof. Denote 
Wm(a)  = Urn(a) - -  Urn_ i (a ) ,  m = 2 , . . . ,  M 
w,(a)  = u , (a )  - -  o~ (a ) .  
C = max [g'(s)[ 
sE[0, 41 
W,, = max Iw,.(a)[, 
ae  [0, T] 
m=l , . . . ,M  
F = BT max Id ' (x) l .  
x~[0, TBI 
Let m be arbitrari ly chosen between 1 and M. win(a) satisfies the equation 
 (fo ) Wm+(1/h)w~,=(1/h)wm_ 1 - u,,_t(s)ds w,,_l 
- 
and 
Mh =A.  
I f  
win(a) = exp( -a /h ) "  {g(mh) - g[(m - l)h]} 
+f~exp[ (s -a ) /h ] ' ({ l /h -d [ fo rUm-~(q)dq]}wm-~ 
- -u~,_2(s ){d[ fo rum_, (q )dq] -d [yorur , _2(q)dq]})ds .  
/ 
h < 1 /  max d(x) 
ix~lo, Br] 
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then 
I Wr,(a)l ~< exp( -a /h ) .  Ch + FWm_ lh [1 -- exp( -a /h ) ]  
t TM + ( l /h) • exp[(s - a)/hl" I Wm-, (S)I ds. 
0 
Particularly, for m = 2 
I w2(a)l <~ C .exp( -a /h ) .  h + I411(1 + Fh)[ l  - exp( -a /h ) l .  
Suppose that 
Iwm(a)l ~< exp( -a /h  ) .  Ch . [1 + a/h + "..  + (a/h )m-2/(m - 2)!1 
4- (1 + Fh) m-'  . W, + Ch .[(1 + Fh) m-2-  1]. 
Therefore, 
Wm~Ch(1  + Fh) ' -2  + (1 - I - Fh) ' - 'W, .  
Then inequalities (10) and (11) imply 
I w'+ ~(a)l ~< Ch • exp( -a /h )  + Fh [1 - exp( -a /h ) ] .  Ch (1 + Fh)"-2 
+ Fh [1 - exp( -a /h ) ] .  (1 + Fh) "-~ W1 
+ (1 /h )exp( -a /h )Ch[1  +s /h  + . . .  +(s/h)m-2/(m - 2)!] ds 
0 
t TM + (1/h)exp[(s -a ) /h ]ds .  {(1 +Fh)m- 'w~ + Ch[(1 +Fh)  m-2-  1]} 
0 
= Ch exp( -a /h ) [1  + a/h + . . .  + (a/h) m- ~/(m - 1)!] + (1 + Fh)m[1 - exp( -a /h ) ] .  W~ 
+ Ch [1 - exp( -a /h) ] [ (1  + Fh) ' - '  - 1] ~ Ch exp( -a /h ) [1  + . . .  + (a /h ) ' - ' / (m - 1)!] 
+ (1 +Fh) 'W,  + Ch[(1 +Fh)  m-'  - 11. 
Therefore, inequality (11) is valid for each m = 2 . . . . .  L. We shall evaluate W~ now. 
Denote 
d r ds ]  
w,(a) = exp( -a /h  ) . g(h ) + (1/h - do) . f ]e  (s)exp[(s - a)/hl ds ~(a) .  I 
Note that 
f I: ( l /h)  e (s)exp[(s - a)/h] ds = ~ (a) - e (O)exp( -a /h )  - exp[(s - a)/hl~'(s)  ds. 
Then 
Therefore, 
wt(a) = exp( -a /h ) [g (h)  - a (0)] - exp[(s - a)/h][a'(s) + do" a(s)] ds. 
[- q 
I w~(a)l ~< Ch exp( -  a/h)  + h i  max I a ' (s)  I + D (d0)/ ~< Clh .  
L,~Io, n _J 
This means that for each m = 2, . . . ,  L is valid 
I w' (a) l  ~< (C + C1 exp F + C exp F)h = const • h, 
C.A.M.W.A. I S/6-41---IB 
a ~ [0, T]. 
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Corollary 3.1 
The derivative of each solution urn(a) of problem (3), m = 1, 2 . . . . .  L is bounded by a constant 
independent of m 
l u~,(a)l ~< const. 
Proof From problem (3) 
b,(f0" )1 lu£(a)l<~(1/h)'lum(a) um_,(a)l+ Um_,(s) ds "lum_,(a)l 
Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 give 
lu~(a)l ~< consh + B max d(x). 
Ixl ~ BT 
4. CONVERGENCE OF THE SOLUTIONS OF PROBLEM (3) 
TO THE SOLUTION OF PROBLEM (2) 
In this section we show that the solutions of problem (3) may serve as analytical approximations 
to the solution of problem (2). As the former can be explicitly put down, the following proposition 
seems rather important. 
Convergence theorem 
Let M~oo,  h~O, Mh=A and let L~oo,  h--*0 and Lh=to<<.A. Then uL(a)~u(a, to), 
uniformly with respect o a, a e [0, T], where uL is a solution of problem (3) and u(a, to) is the value 
of the solution of problem (2) at the point (a, to). Moreover, 
maxfuL(a) -- u(a, to)[ ~< const, h, a e [0, T]. 
Proof u(a, Ih) satisfies also the following equations: 
Ou O--a (a, Ih) + u(a, Ih)/h = u[a, ( I  - 1)h]/h 
-d{f~u[s,(I-1)h]ds.u[a,(I-1)hl}+hn,(a) 
u(O, Ih)=g(lh) 
u(a, O) = ct(a) 
where ID,(a)l ~< R and R is a constant independent of L I = 1 . . . . .  L ~< M and a, a e [0, T]. 
Denote 
Or(a) = u(a, Ih) - ul(a), I = 1 . . . .  , L. 
Then 0t satisfies the equations 
O't+Ot/h =(1/h -d{~ro u[s,(I - 1)h]ds}) '0 , _ ,  
- (d{ f ro  u[S, ( l -1)h]ds}-d[ f ro  ut-,(s)ds])ut-,(a)+hf2,(a) 
0,(0) = 0 
Oo(a) = O. 
Let h be sufficiently small, so that 1/h-d(x)  is positive for Ix I< BT. Let F be a positive 
constant so great that 
lui(s)'d(x)l<F, when I<~L, s~[O,T]  and [xI<BT. 
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Then 
[fo 10~(a)l ~< exp(-a/h) ( l /h ) .  I01_,(s)lexp(s/h)ds 
Denote 
Then 
or  
Therefore 
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+Ff~f~lot - , (q ) ldq 'exp(s /h )ds+hf~l I2 t (s ) lexp(s /h )ds ] .  
T~ = max I 0~(a)l, I = 1 . . . . .  L. 
a~[o. rl
10,(a)l <~ [1 - exp(-a/h)][Tz_, + F /T ,_  ~h + h2R] 
T t<.Tt_ t ( I+FTh)+h2R,  I=1  . . . . .  L. 
TL<~ To(1 +FTh)L  +h2R[1 +(1 +F/h)+ " "  +(1 +FTh)  L-~] 
= h2R [(1 + FTh) L - 1]/(FTh) ~< hR" exp(FT)/(FT), 
i.e. I OL(a)l vanishes when h ~ 0. The proof is completed. 
5. THE NUMERICAL  APPROXIMATION OF THE 
SOLUTION OF PROBLEM (2) 
Having in mind the convergence theorem one could trivially construct an appropriate numerical 
method to approximate the solution of problem (2). The formulae have been exposed in 
equation (6). It seemed logical that when a -~ 0, h --, 0, m --, oo, j --, oo, so that mh = to <~ A and 
]tr = ao <~ T, vm(j*) should converge to u(ao, to). To our surprise, this proved wrong, however, 
when tr/h = 1, as is shown for a simple problem in next section. The counterexample explains the 
restriction on the ratio a/h in the following theorem, though from numerical experiments with the 
same problem (see Section 6) one could conjecture that . /h  may have the order O(h~), 0 < ct < 1. 
First, let us denote 
Izm(jtr ) = u,( ja  ) - vm(ja ). 
Then 
({f;... ,, ,,,i)} 
j-- 
x exp(s/h)um_ ,(s) ~ + exp(-]¢/h)[(1/h) - d {IK[vm_ ,(91}1 
0 
where *m is some value between 
~u, , _ l ( s )ds  and I~[vm_l(')]. 
Theorem 5.1 
Let L ~ 00, M ~ oo, h ~0,  Lh = to <<. A = Mh and let J~oo ,  K--* 00, a ~0,  Jcr =ao~< T = Ka 
so that a/h 2 is bounded. Then vL(Jtr) converges to U(to, ao). 
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Proof. Let 
Qm.:= max I#~(ja)l, m = 1 . . . . .  L. 
1 <~j~K 
It follows from the Corollary 3.1 that the difference 
fo " t(s) ds - Ix[u,_ ,(')] Ul_ 
has the order O (a 2. ja) , j  = 1 . . . . .  K. The boundedness propositions in Section 3.1 imply that there 
exist constants Cl, c2, c3 such that 
I/Zm.fl ~< c, aZh [1 - exp( - ja  /h )] + czh [1 - exp(- ja/h)]Qm_ l. x + c3(ja /h )exp( - ja  /h ) " a 2 
+ Qm-l ,xexp(a/h)"  a /h"  [1 -exp( - ja /h ) ] / [exp(a /h  - 1)] 
Qm_ l,K{C2h + a /h • exp(a /h )/[exp(a /h ) - 1]} + C4 0"2 
for some c4, m = 1 . . . . .  L, j = 1 . . . .  , K. 
Denote g(x)= x .  expx / (expx-  1). Then g(x) -1  has the order O(x)  in the vicinity of 0. 
Therefore for some c5, 
Qm. j~Qm_l .x ( l+c2h+csa/h)+c4 a2, m=l  . . . . .  L, j= l  . . . . .  K 
Qm,j ~ Qo.x[ 1 + c2h + Csa/h] m + c402[1 + (1 + c2h + csa/h) + " • + (1 + c2h + c50"/h) m- 1] 
= c4a2[(1 +c2h +c5a/h)  m-  1]/(c2h +c5a/h)  <. c6ah, m = 1 , . . . , L .  
As the expression [1 +h(c2+ c5a/h2)] is convergent when m ~0,  only when a/h = O(h) we 
cannot prove by the same way that the numerical method is convergent also when a/h = O(M) ,  
1 > ot > 0, although this is hinted by the numerical experiments in next section. 
The last theorem and the convergence theorem from Section 4 allow to formulate the following 
result. 
Conclusive theorem 
Let u(a0, to) be the value of the solution of problem (2) at the point (ao, to). Let J~  oo, L --, oo, 
a ~ 0, h ~ 0, so that Ja = ao, Lh = to and a/h2 is bounded. Then 
lu( Ja,  Lh)  - vL(J(r) I ~< const • h 
where const does not depend on J, L, a and h. 
6. NUMERICAL  EXPERIMENTS 
Tests of the numerical method (6) for finding numerical solutions of problem (2) were carried 
out for the following sample problem: 
du Ou _ 12 u (s, t) ds .  
Oa + at 
U 
30 
u(0, t) = exp(-- t) 
u(a ,O)=l ,  t~[O, lO], a6[0,2] .  (12) 
The numerical solutions were found on an IBM PC-compatible computer using a FORTRAN 
routine with double precision. 
In order to visualize the results of the experiments we plotted the curves obtained by connecting 
the points vm(2), m = 1 , . . . ,  M, i.e. the numerical approximations of the function u(2, t). Nbte that 
u(2, t) is a decreasing function of t when t e[0,2] [remember condition (b) from Section 3.1.1]. 
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( I ) I  
J 
0 5 10 
t 
Fig. 1. Plots o f  the numerical approximat ions o f  u(2, t): (1) a = h 2 = 0.04; (2) ~r = h 2 = 0.01. 
It is seen f rom Fig. 1 that the plots of  v~(2), m = 1 . . . . .  50, h = 0.2 and v~(2), m = 1 . . . . .  100, 
h = 0.1 almost coincide. 
The difference 
Iv~( j .  0.04) - v,(4j "0.01) I
is never greater than 0.1 and using the principle of Runge we can conclude that the errors 
Iv~(ja)-u(mh, ja)l ~<0.2 and Iv~(ja)-u(mh, ja)l ~<0.1. 
and 2 give the solution u(a, t) with a sufficiently good approximation,  Assuming that vm v ,
we further compare it with the solutions v,,a v,,4 v,5 of  problem (6) when h = cr = 0.1, 0.05, 
0.02, respectively. It is evident from Figs 2 and 3 that in those cases the numerical method is 
not convergent. 
The convergence of  v,(ja) to u(mh, ja) was proved in Section 5 demanding that a = O(h2). 
A further couple of  numerical experiments tests whether there is convergence when ~ = 0(h3/2). 
6 and 7 h 3/2 The numerical solutions v ,  v,~ are computed for a = and h = 0.25, 0.0625, respectively. 
Plots of  these are shown in Fig. 4 and also on Fig. 5 together with v~ and v~ (a = h 2, h = 0.2 and 
0.1). The four plot s fit together witnessing the convergence of  the numerical method also in the 
case when a = h3/2, a fact not covered by the theorem in Section 5. This is a prerequisite to 
conjecture that the method is also convergent for a = O(h ~) where 0< • < 1, a case we are, 
unfortunately, still unable to prove. 
1.2 ~ (4) 
o 5 1o 
t 
Fig. 2. Plots of the numerical approximations of u(2, t): (1) er=h2=O.04; (2) ~=h2-0 .01;  
(3) ~ =h =0.1; (4) a =h =0.05. 
. . . .  r- - - - - - - - - _  . . . . . .  , 
0 5 10 
Fig. 3. Plots o f  v.,3 v.,4 v.5 demonstrat ing nonconvergcnc¢ in the case h = cr. 
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1.2 
0 5 10 
t 
Fig. 4. Plots of v~ and v~ (~r = h3/2; h = 0.25 and 0.0625 respectiv©ly). 
1.2 - 
, I 
o 5 1o 
t 
Fig. 5. Plots of v~, v2,., v=, ~ v,~ hinting the convergence of the numerical method also in the case when 
O" = h 312. 
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